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Electron tunneling through ordered molecular barriers is found to depend on the tunneling direction.
In particular, the transmission probability of an electron incident in the normal direction on a 10 Å
water layer strongly polarized in the tunneling direction is 4–5 orders of magnitude larger when it
enters from the positive~hydrogen! face than from the negative~oxygen! face, in contrast to
continuum dielectric model prediction. This emphasizes the importance of the discrete
multidimensional nature of the barrier structure and suggests possible rectifying properties of such
barriers, beyond the linear regime. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transfer processes between donor and acce
molecules or between metal electrodes are three-dimens
phenomena often described using one 1-d models. In particu-
lar, calculation of the corresponding electronic coupling
often done within such models, using the rationale that
electron tunneling process is dominated by the 1-d path of
least action. Also, we often resort to 1-d models because
more realistic treatments of tunneling phenomena are no
ously difficult. However, recent calculations of tunneling
model multidimensional systems1–3 show that 1-d approxi-
mations can lead to serious quantitative and qualitative
rors.

For electron transfer in a host solvent, the importance
multidimensional aspects is intimately related to the h
molecular structure. In a structureless dielectric continu
the shortest, i.e., linear, path between the donor and acce
centers is indeed the main route for the tunneling proc
and a 1-d calculation with possible corrections for zero-poi
energy effects along other directions may suffice. Howev
the tunneling through realistic molecular solvents is s
jected to multiple scattering by the nuclear cores, and is
necessarily dominated by a single path.~Even if it were, this
path, necessarily strongly winding, would be hard to find!

The inherently 3-d nature of electron tunneling throug
water has recently been demonstrated using nume
simulations.3–5 In these simulations the water is confined b
tween two walls which represent metal electrodes, and
transmission coefficient for an electron through the wa
layer is evaluated numerically for static, equilibrium wat
configurations. It has been shown that the tunneling is v
sensitive to the dimensionality of the system and to the w
structure.3 For example, a surface dipole layer results fro
the preferred attraction of the water oxygens to the m
walls and contributes to the reduction in the effective bar
to tunneling. This cannot be described by the continuum
electric model.

In this Communication we report on numerical resu
which demonstrate another aspect of the effect of a ba
molecular structure on its transmission characteristics—
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strong asymmetry in the tunneling properties of a barr
constructed with orientationally ordered molecular laye
Technical details and our main results are presented next
possible implications are discussed in the last section.

II. MODELS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figures 1~a! and 1~b! compare two barriers made o
static water layers confined in thex direction between two
model metal electrodes separated byL510 Å. The potential
V(x) shown is they–z average of the 3-d potential experi-
enced by an electron moving between the electrodes.
bare potential~in the absence of water! is taken a rectangula
barrier, S(x)5h for 2L/2.x,L/2 and S(x)50 for
uxu.L/2, with h55 eV. Superimposed on it is the electro
water interaction potential, taken here as a polariza
version5 of the electron–water pseudopotential of Barn
et al.6 Water configurations, taken static during the tunneli
event, are prepared by running classical MD trajectories
the water confined between the two walls at 300 K, af
;100 ps of numerical annealing, using periodic bound
conditions in they andz directions with period length 23.5
Å. The unit box contains 192 water molecules, correspo
ing to a density of 1 g/cc. The water-wall interaction is
superposition, for all O and H atoms of 3–9 potentialsVw

5A/d92B/d3, whered is the distance from the wall and th
parametersA and B are chosen to mimic the water–go
potential.7 A flexible RWKM-2 potential8 is used for the
water–water interaction. In the resulting equilibrium co
figurations the water forms three molecular layers paralle
the walls with the oxygen ends of the monolayers adjacen
the walls oriented towards these walls. These configurati
are, on the average, symmetric with respect to the cente
the barrier as indicated by Fig. 1~a!. The high potential peaks
result from the strong repulsion of the electron from the c
of the water oxygens. Figure 1~b! shows the similarly aver-
aged potential obtained from oriented water structures wh
are prepared by repeating the MD runs in the presence
strong electric field, 5 V/Å, in the negativex direction,9 re-
sulting in configurations where the water dipoles mos
point in this direction. The field is used here merely as
1291291/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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1292 Letters to the Editor
numerical tool to orient the dipoles and does not direc
affect the tunneling electron. In the corresponding continu
dielectric models the resulting potential barriers are eff
tively one-dimensional, given by Fig. 1~c! and 1~d!. In par-
ticular, the dipolar ordering in Fig. 1~b! corresponds to a
uniform polarization in the system, leading to the on
dimensional skewed barrier shown in Fig. 1~d!. Microscopic
reversibility implies that the transmission probability for a
electron moving through the latter barrier does not depend
its direction:TR→L5TL→R , whereTR→L andTL→R are the
transmission probabilities for a particle coming from t
right and from the left, respectively.

In reality, the multidimensional discrete molecular stru
ture of the barrier changes this symmetry in an essential w
Figure 2 shows numerical results for the transmission pr

FIG. 1. ~a! The y–z average of the potential barrier experienced by
electron moving between two walls separated by a water layer; the m
and the interaction potentials are described in the text.~b! Same as~a!, with
the water layer oriented by an electric field–5 eV/Å. In both cases a rec
gular barrier of height 5 eV is superimposed on the electron–water inte
tion. ~c! and~d! Schematic views of the corresponding continuum dielec
models for the barrier.

FIG. 2. Electron transmission probabilities between the two walls descr
in the text. Full line:Tvac, dotted line:Tw , dashed and dashed–dotted line
water oriented by a field 5 eV/Å with tunneling direction opposite a
identical to the orienting field, respectively.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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ability vs electron energy for the 3-d water structures tha
were used to generate Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. Shown are, as
functions of the electron energyE, the transmission prob
abilitiesTvac andTw , for a bare gap and for a gap containin
water, respectively, as well asTL→R andTR→L for gaps con-
taining water ordered by a field 5 V/Å which is switched o
during the tunneling itself. These transmission probabilit
are for an electron incident normal to the barrier, and rep
sent integrals over all transmitted directions. They were co
puted by real time propagation of the incident wave funct
on a grid, using the Chebyshev polynomial method10 ~see
Ref. 3 for technical details!. The simulated model account
qualitatively for the substantial increase in the transmiss
probability when water replaces vacuum in the barrier.5 The
new striking observation is the huge effect of ordering in t
water structure which results inTL→R /TR→L5104–105, de-
pending on electron energy. The barrier has become
sense a strong rectifier due to the imposed molecular or
ing. As discussed below, this reflects the marked differe
between the angular dependence of the transmission p
abilities for electrons traveling in opposite directions wi
respect to the barrier. We emphasize again that a contin
dielectric model of the barrier would yieldTL→R5TR→L at
all energies, even when the induced nuclear polarization
sociated with the ordering field is taken into account.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The observed asymmetry in the tunneling behavior i
direct and general consequence of the multidimensio
asymmetric structure of the barrier. To demonstrate t
within a relatively simple model we show in Fig. 3 the rat
TL→R /TR→L for plane waves exp(ikxx) incident from the left,
and exp(2 ikxx) incident from the right, on the 2-d potential
barrier

el

n-
c-

d

FIG. 3. The ratio between the total~integrated over all final directions!
tunneling probabilities for an electron incident in the normal direction fro
the left and from the right on the barrier defined by Eqs.~1!–~2!, plotted
against the dimensionless parameter (al)21, for the parameters given in the
text. Solid line: barrier is periodic with period 2p/a in the y direction.
Dashed line: average over results from three irregular barrier configurat
~see text!. The inset shows the normalized angular distributions of the tra
mission for a normally incident particle coming from the left~solid line! and
from the right~dashed line!, for they-periodic case with 2p/~al!52.0.
No. 3, 15 January 1997
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1293Letters to the Editor
V~x,y!5S~x!1 f 1~x! f 2~y!, ~1!

whereS(x) is the rectangular barrier defined above (h55
eV, L510 Å! and

f 1~x!5A sin S px

L D , f 2~y!5
11sin~ay!

2
, ~2!

wherex is the tunneling direction. The second term in~1!
represents the structure in the barrier potential: The func
f 2(y), with period 2p/a, mimics the discrete nature of th
barrier while f 1(x) defines its asymmetry in the tunnelin
direction. Alternativelya is replaced by a random functio
of y, a(y), distributed uniformly in the interval~a/2,3a/2!,
in order to mimic a disordered layer.T, the transmission
probability summed over all final directions, is calculated
representingV(x,y) on a 2-d 100350 grid, with grid spac-
ing Dx50.21 Å andDy50.5–1.0 Å @depending ona in
Eq. ~2!# and using the absorption boundary conditio
Green’s function method.11 Figure 3 displaysTL→R /TR→L

vs the dimensionless parameterh5@2p/a#/l, where
l52p/(2mE)1/2 is the DeBroglie wavelength, forE54 eV
andA510 eV. The periodic asymmetric barrier~solid line!
shows a strong minimum at whichTL→R /TR→L,0.05, indi-
cating the strong asymmetry of the tunneling behavior in
two directions. In the randomly ordered case~dotted line;
computed withDy50.5 Å! the tunneling probability shows
weaker dependence onh,12 but the asymmetry between th
two tunneling directions remains considerable. Other cho
for f 1(x) satisfying f 1(x)52 f 1(2x), e.g., f 1(x)5x/2L,
yield similar results. Obviously, in the symmetric cas
f 1(x)5 f 1(2x), the tunneling is symmetric:TL→R5TR→L .

Microscopic reversibility implies strict symmetry of th
Smatrix between incident and transmitted wave vectors,
S(ki ,kt)5S(kt ,ki). Therefore the cumulative transmissio
probability Tc5Ski

Skt
uS(ki ,kt)u2 does not depend on th

incident direction. The probabilities displayed in Figs. 2 a
3 represent the partial sumsSkt

uS(ki ,kt)u2 for ki normal to
the barrier, and their asymmetry results from the mark
difference between the angular distribution of the transm
sion probabilities for particles coming from the left and fro
the right, as shown in the inset to Fig. 3. It should also
emphasized that while we have focused on electron tun
ing, this asymmetry is not necessarily a quantum phen
enon. In fact, a similar qualitative effect is seen also wh
the incident energy is larger than the peak barrier ene
provided that orientational ordering exists in the barrier.

In order to observe the effect described above o
should generate the necessary molecular order and mai
it in the absence of the ordering field during the electr
transmission experiment. A possible way to do it is to orie
dipolar molecules in a strong external electric field at a re
tively high temperature, then to switch off the field aft
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106,
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freezing the orientational order by cooling the system. T
transmission properties of such fields can be in princi
studied by direct electron scattering experiments. It is of p
ticular interest to consider the potential rectifying property
such films. Model molecular rectifiers, e.g., that suggested
Aviram and Ratner,13 are usually associated with a particul
electronic structure of a donor/acceptor system. Here the
tifying property is suggested by the observation that the
gular distribution of transmission through ordered molecu
layers may strongly depend on the tunneling direction. N
that, as in other rectifying devices, the Onsager relations
ply strict symmetry in the linear response regime ab
equilibrium.14 However, the fact that for finite potential bia
the current is dominated mainly by the transmission pr
ability normal to the barrier should lead to asymmetry in t
current-voltage dependence beyond the linear regime.
bias at which deviations from symmetry appear depends
the scattering processes which drive the electron gas tow
equilibrium, and cannot be determined in the context of
present work.
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